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Lecture 6: Current and magnetic
field

Prof. Dr. U. Pietsch



What creates a magnetic force ?

By electromagnets ,
By permanent magnets

Due to an 
electric current

Similar to electric field there
is a magnetic field, depends on
velocity of carrier movement



Magnetic force

Lorentz Force



Magnetic field lines

Always :





Deflection on screen (TV tube): B || E , B moves e-beam along x, E moves it along y

measure v

measure
m/|q|



Hall Effect To measure charge carrier concentration of specimen

Charge carriers move perpendicular to magnetic field B, become deflected due 
to Lorentz force, this creates charge separation perpendiculat v and B, and
subsequentely an electric field E 

Balance of E and B fields:

measure drift velocity vd

measure charge carrier
concentration n





Circulating charged
particle

equals





Changing B to
maintain fosc

For higher energies m  gm In a synchrotron R is constant. One
increases B in order to increase
kinetic energy of the accelerated
particles.  K is increased
synchronous to increase of B. The 
principle allows for accelation of e-

or p+ to very large energies (GeV). 

In Cyclotrons the final energy is
limited

Kinetic
energy





General scheme of a synchrotron
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In a synchrotron R is
constant. One increases B 
in order to increase
kinetic energy of the
accelerated particles. 

 K is increased synchronous
to increase of B. The principle
allows for accelation of e- or
p+ to very large energies
(GeV). 



Generation of Synchrotron radiation

Electron circulates with relatvististic energy in orbit of storage ring  of radius R 
with orbit frequency w= 106 Hz  Ee = 5 GeV
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Ee is much larger compared to rest mass energy mc², g = 5GeV/ 0.511 GeV≈ 104

value 1/g is the vertical open angle  
Using g one can estimate the electron velocity
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At relativistic energies the orbiting electrons emit radiation = synchrotron radiation



ESRF



Magnetic force in a 
current-carrying wire

Deflection depends on current and direction





Torque on a current loop

F2 = -F4

Circular coil , 
N loops

r=b/2 F=iaBsinq



Magnetic dipole moment A current rotating on a circle produces
an magnetic field, due to sign of B it
defines a dipole moment

compare

compare





Magnetic field due to
current

Magnitude of field dB produced at 
point P at distance r by a current
length element i ds is: 

Compare:  



Long straight wire



Proof of Biot-Savart equation:





Force between two parallel currents

International definition of 1 A:
Current of 1 A is defined by the force of 2 
x 10-7 N acting between two conductors
in a distance of 1m

q dL/dt = dq/dt L= iL



Ampere´s law

We have found the electric field of any charge
distribution by summing up dE of each charge q

Similar approach to find net magnetic field
by summing up dB  of the currents i 



Magnetic field inside and
outside a wire with current

Compare to E inside and outside a 
charged sphere







Magnetic field of a selenoid







Magnet field of a coil (magnetic dipole)

Z>>R

A= pR²

Compare to field of an 
electric dipole


